1 Three’s not a crowd
(L to R) CGCS David Davies and superintendents Tyler Tang and Chris Hayman are stylin’ at the Syngenta Business Institute reception. Don’t worry, we got them all drinks after the photo.  
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2 Historic Waverley CC
Founded in 1896, Waverley CC is doing what it does best: looking beautiful. For an interview with the course’s superintendent, Brian Koffler, see the “19th Hole” on page 40.  
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3 Dynamic duo
CGCS Gary Myers (L) and superintendent Matt Cielen (R) were all smiles when they met at the Syngenta Business Institute. Hanging out in an old mansion tends to bring positive vibes.  
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4 You can go home again
Mike Turley, superintendent at Stone Creek GC in Oregon City, Ore., David Phipps, GCSAA Field Staff representative for the Northwest (and previously the superintendent at Stone Creek) and Andy Staples, architect, The Golf Resource Group, take a tour of Phipps’ old course.  
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5 Get on The First Green bus
Steve Kealy, CGCS at Glendale CC and co-founder of The First Green, tells attendees at the NW Golf & Environment meeting that once they invite students to the golf course, they’ll return. But is that a promise or a threat?  
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6 Good point
Wake Forest’s Ken Middaugh II shows off his darts throwing form to the SBI crowd. “Double-bull, baby!”  
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